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Abstract
Well over a century after the discovery of the electron, we are still faced
with serious conceptual issues regarding precisely what an electron is. Since
the development of particle physics and the Standard Model, we have accu-
mulated a great deal of knowledge about the relationships among various
subatomic particles. However, this knowledge has not significantly aided in
our understanding of the fundamental nature of any particular elementary
subatomic particle. The fact that many particle properties, such as posi-
tion, time, speed, energy, momentum, and component of spin, are observer-
dependent suggests that these relevant variables do not represent properties
per se, but rather the relationship between the observer and the observed.
That is, they reflect details about how the electron influences the observer,
and vice versa. Here we attempt to understand this by considering a simple
model where particles influence one another in a discrete and direct fashion.
The resulting framework, referred to as Influence Theory, is shown to faith-
fully reproduce a surprising amount of physics. While it would be naive to
assume that the ideas presented here comprise anything resembling the final
word on the matter, it is hoped that this work will demonstrate that a sim-
ple and understandable picture of particles, such as the electron, is indeed
feasible and should be actively sought after.
1 Introduction
Whether it is the crack and snap of an electric shock on a cold winter day or
the boom and crash of a lightning bolt on a stormy summer afternoon, we
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are familiar with electrons because they influence us. Similarly, scientists
know about electrons because they influence their measurement equipment.
Electrons are described in terms of properties inspired by our descriptions
of billiard balls, such as mass, position, energy, and momentum, as well
as additional non-billiard-ball-like properties such as charge and spin. The
laws of physics, as applied to electrons, focus on describing the interrelation-
ships among these relevant variables as well as their relationships to external
forces.
Since the discovery of the electron [52], we have become so familiar
with these electron properties that we have come to view them as founda-
tional. This is despite the fact that there are well-known serious conceptual
problems that have plagued even the most prominent physicists over the last
century. For example, Einstein, when faced with the burgeoning field of par-
ticle physics, was compelled to write, “You know, it would be sufficient to
really understand the electron.” This is a difficult issue since quantum me-
chanics tells us that in some situations an electron acts as a particle and in
others it acts as a wave. Moreover, quantum mechanics also tells us that an
electron cannot simultaneously possess both a definite position and a defi-
nite momentum. While this may not be so surprising given the familiarity
that today’s physicists have with quantum mechanics and the fact that the
vast majority have simply come to accept that this is how things are, the
conceptual issues remain unsolved. Now it is perhaps less well known that
Breit [8] and Schro¨dinger [47] both independently showed that the Dirac
equation, which most accurately describes the behavior of a single electron,
results in velocity eigenvalues of v =±c. That is, at the finest of scales, the
electron can only be observed to move the speed of light! Schro¨dinger called
this phenomenon Zitterbewegung, or shuddering motion, since the implica-
tion is that an electron must either zig-zag back-and-forth or spiral at the
speed of light—even when at rest [27][23][24][25][26]. Not only does this
bring into question what is meant by the state of rest, but it is also seem-
ingly contrary to what we expect from a massive particle within the context
of special relativity. And yet, the Dirac equation describes the relativistic
quantum mechanics of a single electron. However, we do not need to go
so far as quantum mechanics to identify lingering conceptual problems. For
instance, most of the electron properties are observer-dependent: position,
time, speed, energy, momentum, component of spin, which strongly sug-
gests that they are not properties possessed by an electron, but rather they
are somehow a description of the relationship between the electron and the
observer.
Physicists studying foundations must carefully consider the implications
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of such clues and conceive of theoretical models that accommodate them.
This is not accomplished by assuming high-level concepts such as Lorentz
invariance, Hilbert spaces, and Lagrangians, since there exists no founda-
tional rationale for such detailed technical assumptions—save for the cur-
rent conceptual formulation of physics, which we aim to understand more
deeply. Likewise, principles involving the relationships among relevant vari-
ables, such as energy and momentum in the Principle of Conservation of
Four-Momentum or position and momentum in the Principle of Comple-
mentarity, will not serve us either since the adoption of such principles pre-
cludes us from going deeper and understanding the nature of the relevant
variables themselves. One cannot understand why something is true by as-
suming it to be true. Instead, we must ask the question: What is the nature
of the electron properties such that they behave the way they do, and is there
perhaps a simpler way to think about them?
In this paper, I present a simple model of the electron and show that it
faithfully reproduces a surprising amount of physics. It would be naive to
assume that the ideas presented here comprise the final word on the mat-
ter. Instead, it is hoped that this work will demonstrate that a simple and
understandable picture of elementary particles, as well as a foundation for
physics, is indeed feasible and should be actively sought after.
2 Electron Properties
Let us begin by performing a thought experiment. Imagine that electrons
are pink and fuzzy, but that their pinkness and fuzziness do not affect how
they influence any measurement apparatus. Since these hypothetical elec-
tron properties are undetectable by measurement, they are forever inacces-
sible to us as experimenters. That is, there is no way for us to know about
the pink and fuzzy nature of the electron. Turning this thought on its side, it
becomes readily apparent that the only properties of an electron that we as
experimenters have access to are those that affect how an electron influences
our equipment. In fact, an operationalist definition of such properties would
consist simply of a description of the effects of the electron’s influence.
This is, in fact, how one builds up the development of the theory of mag-
netism in a class lecture. The magnetic force is defined by how charges act
in a variety of situations. We now know, since relativity, that the magnetic
force itself is observer-dependent in that in a different reference frame it can
be perceived as a combination of an electric and magnetic force, or in the
limiting case, simply an electric force. For this reason, the modern perspec-
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tive involves the concept of the electromagnetic force where the electric or
magnetic nature of the force is dependent on the relationship between the
system and the observer.
The observation that many electron properties are observer-dependent
suggests that what we think of as properties of the electron more accurately
reflect the relationship between the electron and the observer. However, it is
not clear how many of these properties might be fundamentally unified and
yet differentiate themselves in certain situations only because of a particular
relation to an observer. Moreover, what is this electron-observer relation,
and how does it give rise to the physics that we are familiar with? Whatever
the result of such inquiry, we can be certain that we will have to abandon
one or more firmly held concepts related to “particle properties” in favor of
something more fundamental.
3 Influence
Perhaps instead of focusing on what an electron is and what properties an
electron possesses, it would be better to simply focus on what an electron
does to an observer to define its relationship to that observer. Since we know
for certain that electrons can influence our equipment and that our equip-
ment can influence electrons, we focus on this simple fact and introduce
the concept of influence, referring to the resulting theoretical framework as
Influence Theory.
Inspired in part by Wheeler and Feynman [54][55], we begin with the
simple assumption: an elementary particle, such as an electron, can influ-
ence another particle in a direct and discrete fashion. One might be tempted
to refer to this as a direct particle-particle interaction. However, the term
interaction implies something bi-directional, whereas influence here is as-
sumed to be directional—something directed from source to target. As such,
each instance of influence enables one to define two events: the act of influ-
encing and the act of being influenced. The act of influencing is associated
with the source particle, and the act of being influenced is associated with
the target particle.
We imagine the observer to possess an instrument that can monitor an
elementary particle and provide information about that particle to the ob-
server. When we say that the observer was influenced by the electron, what
we will mean is that the monitored particle was influenced by the electron
and that the observer detects the fact that the monitored particle was influ-
enced. Since the aim is to describe the electron, we will take its perspective
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and refer to the act of influencing associated with the electron as an outgoing
or emitted influence event. Similarly, the monitored particle may influence
the electron. This also is assumed to be detectable, and again, taking the
perspective of the electron, we will refer to this act of being influenced as-
sociated with the electron as an incoming or received influence event.
At this point, the reader is most likely questioning the nature of such in-
fluence. We should immediately dispel any notion of propagation and state
emphatically that we do not assume that influence propagates through space
and time from source to target. Instead, influence simply relates one particle
to another in the sense that one particle influenced and the other was influ-
enced. By assuming that only the occurrence of influence is detectable, any
properties an instance of influence may possess remain inaccessible. What
is remarkable is that we will find that the potentially inaccessible nature
of influence does not matter, since what one may erroneously think of as
properties of an electron will be shown to emerge as unique consistent de-
scriptions of the influence-based relationship between the electron and the
observer. As a result, we will demonstrate that this proposed concept of
influence is potentially responsible for the traditional concepts of position,
time, motion, energy, momentum, and mass, as well as several well-known
quantum effects.
Here we summarize the postulates that provide the foundation for the
model.
Postulate 1 Elementary particles can influence one another in a pairwise,
directed, and discrete fashion, such that given an instance of influence, one
particle influences, and the other is influenced.
This postulate allows us to define the concept of an event.
Definition 1 (Event) Every instance of influence results in two events, each
associated with a different particle: the act of influencing and the act of
being influenced.
By virtue of the fact that these two events can be distinguished, they can be
ordered. Consistently choosing the way in which we order the two influence
events defines a binary ordering relation <i that acts on pairs of events, each
pair defined by a single influence instance. The subscript i indicates that this
ordering is due to an influence instance.
The following postulates together enable one to order the events associ-
ated with a single particle. To accomplish this, we assume that the particle
has some internal, potentially inaccessible, state that is somehow coupled to
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the influence instances. We keep this minimal by assuming no details about
their relationship. We simply assume that a relationship exists.1
Postulate 2 A particle has associated with it a potentially inaccessible in-
ternal state such that each influence event couples one particle state to one
other particle state. It is in this sense that each influence event is bounded
by two particle states.
We also assume that the influence instances are coupled to particle states.
Postulate 3 Each particle state that bounds an influence event couples that
influence event to one another influence event associated with the same par-
ticle, such that each particle state is bounded by two influence events.
These two postulates allow one to totally order the influence events associ-
ated with a particle, as well as the particle states, with a transitive binary
ordering relation, which we shall denote as <c where the subscript c de-
notes coupling through internal particle states. This results in one being able
to describe a particle in terms of a totally ordered chain of events.2
A further consequence of these postulates is the fact that each event
along a particle chain is either the result of that particle influencing another
or of that particle being influenced. We can take this further and define a
new ordering relation < based on considering the two ordering relations <i
and <c to belong to an equivalence class.
Definition 2 (Generic Ordering) Two events x and y are ordered with x in-
cluded by y, denoted by x < y, if x <i y or x <c y, or some transitive combi-
nation of <i and <c, such that the arbitrary directions of the binary ordering
relations <i and <c are selected to avoid cyclic relationships. We can more
generally write x ≤ y where either x < y or x = y.
Together, these postulates result in a model of particle behavior summa-
rized by a set of events, which can be compared using a transitive binary or-
dering relation defined by the process of influence. This results in an acyclic
graph, or a partially-ordered set (poset for short). If one conceives of the or-
dering as being the foundation of causality, then this is analogous to a causal
set [7][50][51] where the events are causally ordered, but with a specific
connectivity. In this framework, a given particle is described by an ordered
1If all one can detect is the occurrence of an influence event, how can anything ever be known
about the relation between those events and any internal states of the particle?
2If the particle states were accessible, then we could alternatively describe the particle as a
totally ordered chain of particle states.
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sequence, or chain, of events. Each event on one particle chain either cov-
ers3 or is covered by precisely one event on another particle chain. We do
not assume that these events take place in any kind of space or time—only
that they can be partially ordered.
Given this purposefully simplistic model of a particle, such as an elec-
tron, we proceed by developing all aspects of the theory from the bottom
up. This work combines the results of several previous efforts that rely
on the consistent quantification of systems based on algebraic symmetries
[31][35][37][21][20][36][32][34][33][53], and we will refer the reader to
these works for more details. The idea is to work through each step in suf-
ficient detail to illustrate how quantification of order-theoretic structures en-
ables one to derive laws that reproduce a surprising amount of physics. That
is, rather than postulating laws and perceiving them as representing some
kind of underlying natural order, we instead postulate the nature of the un-
derlying order and derive the resulting laws.
4 Coarse-Grained Picture of Influence
4.1 Intervals: Duration and Directed Distance
It has been posited that an observer monitoring a particle detects events in
an ordered sequence, which one can think of as pre-time (ordering with-
out scale). Rather than focusing on the precise poset of events generated
by a set of particles influencing one another, we begin by considering a
coarse-grained picture of a poset. This is accomplished by defining an order-
preserving map that takes a set of successive events along a particle chain
to a single element.4 This will result in a poset of coarse-grained events,
each of which consists of multiple fundamental events along with multiple
influences. The point of this will be to demonstrate that there exists a unique
means (up to scale) by which an embedded observer represented by a chain
of events in the poset can quantify a subset of poset and that this is equivalent
to the mathematics of space-time.
3An event z covers an event x if x < z and there does not exist any y such that x < y and y < z.
4As an example, given events p1 < p2 < p3 < .. . < p12 along the chain P, the map φ which
gives φ(p1) = φ(p2) = φ(p3) < φ(p4) = φ(p5) = φ(p6) < φ(p7) = φ(p8) = φ(p9) < φ(p10) =
φ(p11) = φ(p12) is a valid coarse-graining map.
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Figure 1: A. A quantification of a finite chain is performed by assigning a mono-
tonic valuation to the events. In this case, we simply count the events using natural
numbers. B. Any event from the set of accessible events can be quantified with
respect to an observer by either one or two numbers by forward projecting and
backward projecting onto the observer chain (depending on whether those projec-
tions exist).
4.1.1 Quantification of a Chain
We begin by introducing the concept of quantification, which will allow us
to quantify events and their relationships to one another using numbers. In
general, a consistent quantification of the events comprising the observer
chain (either fine-grained or coarse-grained) is given by a monotonic valu-
ation, which is a real-valued function q that acts as an order-isomorphism
taking each event to a real number such that if the event y includes the event
x, x ≤ y, then the real-valued quantities q(x) and q(y) assigned to events x
and y, respectively, are related by q(x) ≤ q(y) (see Figure 1A). The idea is
that the quantification captures the ordering of the events experienced by the
observer.
4.1.2 Incomparability and Inaccessibility
If it is true that all elements of a chain P are incomparable to an event x
in the poset5, then we say that the event x is inaccessible to the chain P.
5The event x is said to be incomparable to the event y if it is true that x  y and y  x.
On the other hand, if there exists at least one element of the chain that is
comparable to the event x, then we say that x is accessible to the chain P.
This implies that every observer chain divides the poset into two subsets: a
set of events that are accessible to the observer and a set of events that are
inaccessible to the observer. Thus the universe of events is naturally divided
into the observable universe and the unobservable universe.
4.1.3 Chain Projection and the Quantification of Accessible Events
We can extend the concept of quantification of an observer chain to the set
of accessible events by means of assigning up to two unique numbers repre-
senting the relationship between an accessible event x and the observer chain
P.
If the event x is included by an event on the observer chain, that is,
if there exists some element p ∈ P such that x ≤ p, then we can define a
mapping P called the forward projection that takes x to the least element of
P that includes it, which is given by Px = inf{p ∈ P | x ≤ p}. This allows us
to quantify the event x by assigning to it the quantity assigned to the element
Px on the chain. Similarly, if the event x includes an event on the observer
chain, such that there exists some element p∈P such that p≤ x, then we can
define a mapping ¯P called the backward projection that takes x to the greatest
element of P that it includes, which is given by ¯Px = sup{p ∈ P | p ≤ x}.
This provides a second possible means by which one can quantify the event
x by assigning it the quantity assigned to the element ¯Px on the chain. This
means that any event accessible to the observer P can be uniquely quantified
by either one or two numbers resulting in a rather strange observer-based
coordinate system (Figure 1B).
4.1.4 Quantification of Intervals
We can extend this concept of consistent quantification to intervals, which
are defined by a pair of events a and b (either comparable or incomparable)
and denoted [a,b].6 If we restrict ourselves to the special case where both
the forward projection and backward projection of both a and b onto the
observer chain P exist, then the forward and backward projections of the
pair of events a and b take the interval [a,b] to intervals [Pa,Pb] and [ ¯Pa, ¯Pb],
respectively, on the observer chain (Figure 2A). One can prove [36] that this
results in three unique consistent (with respect to rescaling) ways to quantify
6The two events defining the interval are assumed to be collinear to the coordinated pair of
observers. This is precisely defined in [36] in terms of projections.
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Pb
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P
a
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Pb
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P
Qb
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Q
Δp
Δq
Figure 2: A. Intervals, which describe the relationship between two events, can
be uniquely quantified by chain projection as well. In this example, the interval
can be quantified by four numbers, Pa,Pb, ¯Pa, ¯Pb, determined by the projections
of the events defining the endpoints of the interval onto the observer chain; a pair
of numbers, (Pb−Pa, ¯Pb− ¯Pa), which reflect the lengths of the projections of the
interval onto the observer chain; and a scalar, (Pb−Pa)( ¯Pb− ¯Pa), given by the
product of those lengths. B. Two coordinated observers can be used to quantify an
interval using forward projections only. This also allows one to define a discrete
1+1-dimensional subspace in the poset. Here the interval is quantified by four
numbers, Pa,Pb,Qa,Qb; a pair of numbers (Pb−Pa,Qb−Qa) = (∆p,∆q); and a
scalar (Pb−Pa)(Qb−Qa) = ∆p∆q, such that the pair and scalar quantifications
agree with those obtained using both forward and backward projections onto a
single chain as in A.
an interval with respect to an observer:
Quadruple (Pa,Pb, ¯Pa, ¯Pb) (1)
Pair (Pb−Pa, ¯Pb− ¯Pa) (2)
Scalar (Pb−Pa)( ¯Pb− ¯Pa) (3)
where the pair is comprised of the lengths of the projected intervals on the
observer chain, and the scalar is the product of those lengths.
One can reasonably assume that an observer can only obtain information
about an electron if it is influenced by that electron. This suggests that one
can only quantify observer-accessible events by using forward projection.
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This gives rise to the concept of a coordinated pair of observers, which is a
pair of observers that influence one another in consistent fashion such that
the two observers agree on the lengths of intervals on each other’s chains.
This turns out to be equivalent to defining a 1+1-dimensional inertial frame
[36]. Quantification of an interval [a,b] by a pair of coordinated observers
P and Q using forward projections is illustrated in Figure 2B. Again, the
interval can be consistently quantified in three ways: 7
Quadruple (Pa,Pb,Qa,Qb) (4)
Interval Pair (∆p,∆q) (5)
Interval Scalar ∆p∆q (6)
where ∆p = Pb−Pa and ∆q = Qb−Qa are the projected lengths of the
intervals on the observer chains.
One can transform to a more convenient set of coordinates by consider-
ing symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of projected interval lengths:
∆t = ∆p+∆q
2
(7)
∆x = ∆p−∆q
2
. (8)
The quantity ∆t, which is referred to as duration, quantifies intervals that
lie along the observer chains (an ordered relationship), and the quantity ∆x,
which can be referred to as a directed distance, quantifies the relationships
between chains (an unorderable relationship)8 . These quantities, ∆t and ∆x,
are related to the interval scalar (6) by
∆s2 = ∆p∆q (9)
=
(
∆p+∆q
2
)2
−
(
∆p−∆q
2
)2
(10)
≡ ∆t2−∆x2, (11)
which is the Minkowski metric in 1+1 dimensions. Thus the mathematics of
space and time appears to emerge as the unique means by which embedded
observers can quantitatively describe the events accessible to them. We refer
to this observer-based description of the poset as the space-time picture.
7Please see [36] for technical details.
8Directed distance differs from distance by at most a sign, which indicates the orientation of
the interval with respect to the observers P and Q.
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4.2 Motion and Velocity
In the previous section, we demonstrated that concepts such as duration
and directed distance reflect the relationship between the events and the ob-
servers. Consequently, and perhaps not unexpectedly, these quantities are
expected to change when one transforms from one pair of observers to an-
other.
One can consider transforming from one pair of coordinated observers
PQ to a second pair of coordinated observers P′Q′ in the more general case
where intervals of length κ along the chains P and Q project to intervals
of length m on P′ and intervals of length n on Q′. For the observers to
consistently quantify intervals with the interval scalar, we have that
κ2 = mn, (12)
which implies that the interval pair transforms as [36]
(∆p′,∆q′) =
(√
m
n
∆p,
√
n
m
∆q
)
. (13)
This implies that the quantity ∆t, quantifying duration along chains, and the
quantity ∆x, quantifying directed distance between chains, will mix when
transforming to the primed coordinate system. It is a matter of straightfor-
ward algebra to show that the transformation
∆t ′ =
√
m
n
+
√
n
m
2
∆t +
√
m
n
−√ n
m
2
∆x (14)
∆x′ =
√
m
n
−√ n
m
2
∆t +
√
m
n
+
√
n
m
2
∆x (15)
results in the Lorentz transformation
∆t ′ = 1√
1−β 2 ∆t +
β√
1−β 2 ∆x (16)
∆x′ = β√
1−β 2 ∆t +
1√
1−β 2 ∆x (17)
consistent with special relativity where
β = m−n
m+n
. (18)
The quantity β is immediately recognized as the velocity of the un-
primed frame PQ with respect to the primed frame P′Q′. This is because
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m and n are the projected lengths, ∆p′ and ∆q′, of an interval of length κ on
chains P and Q onto P′ and Q′. The quantity m−n2 is the directed distance
of that interval in the primed frame, and m+n2 is the projected duration in the
primed frame, so that in general
β = ∆p
′−∆q′
∆p′+∆q′
≡ ∆x
′
∆t ′
, (19)
as expected.
One of the strange results of special relativity is the fact that durations
and distances are not concrete fixed physical quantities, but rather they are
observer-dependent and can change. In the context of Influence Theory,
this is not strange at all, since the quantities of duration, directed distance,
and velocity merely reflect the relationship between the observer and the
observed, and changing observers would, in general, be expected to result in
a change in these quantities. As a consequence, these results would suggest
that space and time are not physical things with properties. Space and time
are instead uniquely consistent descriptions of the relationship between the
observed and the observer.
4.3 Rates: Energy, Momentum and Mass
We have been looking at events along the observer chain in terms of inter-
vals, which led to relevant variables that reflect the concepts of duration,
directed distance, and velocity. With any ordered sequence of elements,
there is a dual perspective where one describes the sequence in terms of
rates. Intervals and rates are Fourier transforms of one another and as such,
the interval scalar, duration, and directed distance each have Fourier duals,
which we show are related to mass, energy, and momentum, respectively.
We define the rates at which a particle influences a pair of coordinated
observers in terms of a selected number N of outgoing influence events emit-
ted by the particle chain divided by the duration as measured by an observer.
rP =
N
∆p rQ =
N
∆q . (20)
As such, these rates are, again, observer-based. Combining them in a sym-
metric and antisymmetric fashion [34][32] results in the quantities that we
will refer to as energy
E =
rP + rQ
2
, (21)
momentum
p =
rQ− rP
2
, (22)
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and mass
m =
√
rPrQ (23)
such that the familiar mass-energy-momentum relationship holds:
m2 = E2− p2. (24)
If we assume that the particle has no preference for influencing P or Q,
then we can write
〈∆p〉= N
2
k 〈∆q〉= N
2
1
k , (25)
where the factor k =
√
m
n
from (13) reflects the choice of scale k = 1 in the
rest frame and naturally ensures Lorentz invariance. We can then write the
mass squared as
m2 = rPrQ =
N2
〈∆p〉〈∆q〉 = 4 (26)
giving us a mass 9 of
m = 2. (27)
Keep in mind that at this point, this is a single particle theory. We have not
yet considered a model where particles can influence at different rates.
It is straightforward to verify that the velocity, as defined in (19), can be
written in terms of energy (21) and momentum (22) as
β = p
E
. (28)
Furthermore, since m2 = rPrQ is an invariant, it is also straightforward to ver-
ify that these rate-based quantities transform properly under boosts [34][32].
While the mass-energy-momentum relation (24) appears here in a new
foundational context, such a conception of mass, energy and momentum
should not be surprising as it is closely related to the concept of the internal
electron clock rate hypothesized by de Broglie [12][25]. In his 1924 thesis,
de Broglie considered Planck’s Law, which already considers energy to be a
frequency,
E = h¯ω , (29)
and Einstein’s Law, which relates energy to mass,
E = mc2, (30)
9This observation was made by James L. Walsh.
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and reasoned that mass was related to a frequency
m =
h¯ω
c2
. (31)
There is no mystery here. Duration and energy, and directed distance
(position) and momentum, are not complementary properties of an electron,
which cannot be measured accurately simultaneously. They are instead com-
plementary descriptions of the relationship between the electron and the ob-
server. Duration and directed distance are obtained by considering intervals,
whereas energy and momentum are obtained by considering rates, which
are necessarily long-term averages. This aspect of quantum complementar-
ity, along with its reliance on the Fourier transform, emerges naturally as a
relationship between the means by which one describes sequences of events.
5 Fine-Grained Picture of Influence
Up until this point, we have been considering a coarse-grained picture of
influence, which has resulted in well-defined concepts of duration, directed
distance, energy, momentum, and mass. We now return to the fine-grained
picture, where every event on the particle chain represents either an act of in-
fluence directed at another particle or the act of being influenced by another
particle. The aim is to apply the concepts developed in the previous sections
to better understand how a particle, such as an electron, should behave at the
most fundamental level from the perspective of Influence Theory.
5.1 Zitterbewegung
As is usual in physics, we gain insight by focusing on an ideal situation.
Traditionally, a free particle is a particle that is free from the influence of
outside forces. Here we define a free particle as a particle that influences
others but is itself not influenced. As before, we focus on the case of 1+1
dimensions as defined by two coordinated observers where the particle is
assumed to be collinear to these observers (see [36] for technical details).
Figure 3A illustrates a free particle Π that influences the chains P and Q.
Unlike in the coarse-grained case each event on the particle chain is covered
by only one event on either the chain P or the chain Q. Forward projecting
that event to the chain that it influences is trivial. However, forward project-
ing to the other chain relies on transitivity through some successive event (if
it exists). This allows one to project intervals defined by successive events
on Π onto the observers P and Q as illustrated in Figure 3.
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p
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p
1
q
2
q
1
q
3
BA
pi
1
pi
2
pi
3
pi
4
pi
5
pi
6
P QP
C
β = +1
β = +1
β = -1
β = -1
β = -1
Figure 3: A. A free particle Π that influences the observer chains P and Q. Note
that the physical distance between events on the sheet of paper is meaningless—it
is necessary for the particle chain to be drawn as a straight line. B. An illustration
of the projection of intervals defined by successive events on the chain Π. The
interval [pi1,pi2] projects onto a degenerate interval [p1, p1] of length ∆p = 0 on
the chain P and projects onto the interval [q1,q2] of length ∆q > 0 on the chain Q.
Similarly, the interval [pi4,pi5] projects onto the interval [p2, p3], which has length
∆p > 0, and the degenerate interval [q3,q3] with length ∆q = 0. C. The lengths of
the projections of these intervals along the particle chain onto the observer chains
allow one to define an associated velocity. Here we see that the velocities ±1 are
assigned to each successive interval.
One gains significant insight by considering the velocities assigned to the
intervals along the particle chain defined by successive events. Note that any
such interval forward projects to one chain resulting in a projected interval
of non-zero length, while forward projecting to the other chain resulting in
a degenerate interval of zero length (see Figure 3B). In the case where the
lesser event on the particle chain influences P, we then have that ∆p > 0 and
∆q = 0. Since the velocity is given by
β = ∆x∆t (32)
=
∆p−∆q
∆p+∆q
(33)
we have that β = +1. Similarly, in the case where the lesser event on the
particle chain influences Q, we have that ∆p = 0 and ∆q > 0 so that β =−1.
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Thus when the particle influences P, the observers describe it as moving to
the right at the ultimate speed. Similarly, when the particle influences Q, the
observers describe it as moving to the left at the ultimate speed.
A free particle influencing to the right and left with non-zero rates, rP and
rQ, has a mass m =
√
rPrQ. In this case, every observer describes the particle
as zig-zagging back-and-forth at the speed of light, with probabilities of
moving left and right given by
Prob(R)≡ Prob(β =+1) = ∆p
∆p+∆q
(34)
=
rQ
rP + rQ
(35)
and
Prob(L) ≡ Prob(β =−1) = ∆q∆p+∆q (36)
=
rP
rP + rQ
. (37)
One can find the average velocity, 〈β 〉, by
〈β 〉= Prob(R)−Prob(L), (38)
or equivalently one can write the probabilities in terms of the average veloc-
ity as
Prob(R) = 1+ 〈β 〉
2
(39)
and
Prob(L) = 1−〈β 〉
2
. (40)
Note that the rates rP and rQ transform inversely under boosts, so that the
mass is invariant. However, this changes the probabilities with which the
particle is observed by a given observer to move left or right, which results
in a change of average velocity 〈β 〉, as well as energy and momentum, as
expected when one keeps in mind that these are all observer-based quantities
reflecting a description of the relationship between the particle and observer.
Despite the fact that it has been demonstrated that this behavior is consistent
with special relativity on average [33], it is curious that not even special rela-
tivity can describe what the universe looks like to these particles at the finest
of scales, since relativity does not describe what happens when a particle
moves at the speed of light.
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It is interesting to consider the limiting case of a massless particle, which
requires that one of the influence rates be zero. That is, either rP = 0 or
rQ = 0 so that m =
√
rPrQ = 0 and E = |p|.10 In this case, the particle does
not zitter. Instead, it influences only to the left or only to the right, which is
described by observers as a massless particle traveling in one direction at the
constant speed of light. However, to obtain a rate of zero, the particle chain
itself must project to a degenerate interval on one of the observer chains.
In relativistic quantum mechanics, this behavior of zig-zagging back-
and-forth at the speed of light is predicted by the Dirac equation. This pre-
dicted phenomenon was originally noted by Breit [8] and Schro¨dinger [47],
the latter of whom coined the term Zitterbewegung, or ‘shuddering motion’,
which we will shorten to zitter. The phenomenon of zitter was later em-
phasized by Huang [27], discussed by Feshbach and Villars [14], described
in a handful of texts [6][15][5][40], and has been championed by Hestenes
[23][24][25][26], Barut [3][2][4] and others [22][46][45][49] who have con-
ceived of zitter as a spiral motion and envisioned a connection to spin. In the
present context of 1+1 dimensions, zitter manifests as a discrete zig-zagging
motion, which, as we will discuss in Section 5.3, is central to the Feynman
checkerboard model of the electron [15]. While zitter has not yet been ob-
served directly in electrons, there is not only indirect evidence that this is a
real physical effect for electrons [19][10] but also evidence that this is a real
effect for fermions in general [17][56][39][44].
The phenomenon of zitter should be of some concern since it challenges
the concept of rest by implying that at the most fundamental level every
particle is in a constant state of motion at the speed of light. That is, all
particles, massive and massless, can only go the speed of light! All other
speeds—including rest—are observed only on average. As a result, zitter
goes as far as challenging the concept of a rest frame, which is central to
the theory of general relativity. This suggests that a theory such as general
relativity can only hold on average in a coarse-grained picture and thus is
likely to be inconsistent with quantum mechanics.
5.2 Influence Sequences: Further Quantum Effects
The proposal that a particle’s position is defined, at least in part, by its in-
fluence on coordinated observers is a novel perspective, which may at first
10It is important to note that the case where both rates are zero would result in not only zero
mass but also zero energy and momentum. Such a particle would not influence anything and would
therefore be unobserved.
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glance seem to run contrary to the usual idea that observers must make mea-
surements, which affect the particle’s behavior, to learn about a particle.
However, in this section we will show that the proposed model gives rise to
several more quantum effects, including information isolation and the fact
that measurements disturb particles.
The concept of position was derived as a consistent description of inter-
vals between events in a coarse-grained setting. We have seen in the previ-
ous section on Zitterbewegung, that the description of intervals defined by
influence events at the fundamental level leads to unexpected results that are
consistent with some very poorly understood aspects of relativistic quantum
mechanics. Here we explore further consequences of the model.
5.2.1 Compton Wavelength
We begin by assuming that one knows the initial state of a free particle and
consider the changes in the position (8) and the time (7) used to describe
the particle after it influences one of the observers.11 When the observer P
is influenced, both the position and the time describing the particle change
by ∆p2 . Similarly, influencing Q changes the position by −∆q2 , and the time
by ∆q2 . In the rest frame, for any influence event, either ∆p = 1 or ∆q =
1. Thus the time coordinate describing a particle advances in a discrete
fashion by 12 , and its position can change by± 12 . This means that the discrete
nature of the act of influence imposes a fundamental unit of duration and
distance beyond which one cannot measure. One might postulate that this
fundamental distance is related to the reduced Compton wavelength
λ = h¯
mc
, (41)
which in natural units reduces to
λ = 1
m
. (42)
Given the fact that m = 2 (27), we see that this is indeed the case. The
reduced Compton wavelength is simply the smallest definable distance
λ = 1
2
. (43)
11By ‘position’ and ‘time’, we mean the directed distance and duration with respect to a defined
origin.
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5.2.2 Information Isolation and the Unorderability of Influence
Sequences
We now consider two coordinated observers, P and Q, monitoring a free
particle, represented by the chain of events Π. The particle is assumed to be
collinear to PQ, so that we are considering a 1+1 dimensional space induced
by the two observers. The observers record influence events and aim to
make inferences about the sequence in which the particle has influenced the
observers, which we refer to as an influence sequence. However, despite the
fact that both P and Q have carefully recorded and quantified the influence
events on their own chains, they are fundamentally unable to deduce the
order in which the influence events occur on the particle chain Π. This
can be demonstrated by considering a simple example where more than one
particle chain can give rise to the same influence events on the observer
chains.
We consider a free particle that evolves from an initial state, represented
by X , to a final state by influencing the observers P and Q at the events
labeled p1, p2, and q1 in Figure 4. In this case, there are three possible
orderings of the events on the free particle chain Π that result in the same
situation for the two observers. In the first case, we have that the particle Π
influences P at pi1, P at pi2, and Q at pi3, which we write compactly as the
influence sequence [X ,P,P,Q]. The other two possible sequences, [X ,P,Q,P]
and [X ,Q,P,P], are illustrated in Figure 4. In general, one can show that the
number of influence sequences to be considered is given by
S =
(
Np +Nq
Np
)
=
(
Np +Nq
Nq
)
=
(Np +Nq)!
Np!Nq!
, (44)
where Np and Nq represent the number of times that the particle influences
P and Q.
Moreover, since each influence sequence of the particle corresponds to
a different description of the particle by the observers, each distinct influ-
ence sequence corresponds to a distinct space-time path. This is illustrated
in Figure 4 where the chain Π is drawn specifically to depict the resulting
space-time path in each case. As a result, the fact that the observers can-
not determine the precise influence sequence of a free particle means that
they cannot ascribe to that free particle a particular path through space-time.
Any inferences that the observers attempt to make about the free particle’s
behavior must take into account the set of possible influence sequences or,
equivalently, the set of possible space-time paths. This set of possible influ-
ence sequences constitute a set of interfering alternatives [15].
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Figure 4: Given just the influence events p1, p2, and q1 associated with the ob-
servers P and Q, there are three possible ways in which they could have resulted
from the three acts of influence, pi1, pi2, and pi3 associated with the particle Π.
As a result, when making inferences about the behavior of the particle Π as it
evolves from its initial state xi (associated with pi1) to the final state (unlabeled),
the observers must consider all possible orderings of influence instances.
The fact that the observers are fundamentally unable to determine the
precise influence sequence experienced by the free particle is an example
of a key characteristic of quantum systems known as information isolation
[48]. Here, the information about the order in which the particle influences
observers P and Q is inherently isolated from the observers. There is no way
for the observers to order these events. Thus it is fundamentally impossible
to describe the particle behavior precisely. In this model, it is not that the
free particle takes all possible paths through space-time. Instead, because
of information isolation, the observers must consider all possible paths to
make optimal inferences about the particle. The only question that remains
is how does one consistently take this information (or lack of information)
into account to make such optimal inferences.
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Figure 5: This figure illustrates the process of measurement where by influencing
the particle at the event pi4, the observer Q, at least temporarily, disrupts informa-
tion isolation and obtains information about the particle behavior. In this case, the
information comes in the form of a constraint, where it is learned that q2 ≤ p3.
This limits the number of influence sequences that must be considered to make
inferences about the particle Π.
5.2.3 Measurement
The fact that the influence sequence of a free particle is informationally
isolated from the observers results in requiring that the observers consider
all possible influence sequences when making inferences about the parti-
cle. The situation changes if the observers themselves influence the particle.
Figure 5 illustrates a particle that is influenced by the observer Q at event pi4
while it influences the observers. The act of influencing the particle enables
the observers to order some of the influence events along the particle chain
Π. For example, in this case it is known that event q2 ≤ p3. This constrains
the possible set of influence sequences associated with the particle chain
and at least partially destroys the information isolation by providing some
information about the particle behavior. However, in doing so, the observer
necessarily influenced the particle. We refer to this process as measurement,
as it results in providing information about the particle to the observers while
affecting the particle behavior as one would expect in a quantum mechanical
system.
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5.2.4 Quantifying the Free Particle State
In this section we aim to describe how one can go about describing the free
particle state, or influence sequence, for the purposes of making inferences.
Given that the free particle is fundamentally described by an influence se-
quence, we must focus on describing transitions from one influence event to
another. This results in four possible transitions:
P → P Q → P (45)
P → Q Q → Q. (46)
We quantify each of these transitions with a complex number. This is a
big step and is justified, in part, by symmetries described in previous works
[21][20], which have been shown to be applicable to this problem [32]. Here
we present an alternative perspective that is perhaps more intuitive.
We aim to quantify the behavior of the particle for the purposes of mak-
ing inferences. That is, we will assign a number or numbers to particular
particle behaviors with the aim of consistently computing probabilities. We
have been considering the behavior of a free particle in terms of intervals
defined by the transition from one influence event to another, which can be
described by observers as a particle taking discrete steps in a space-time.
Alternatively, we could consider the behavior of the free particle in terms of
rates, which can be described in terms of energy and momentum. The two
perspectives are Fourier duals to one another. For this reason, the quanti-
ties that we use to describe the particle in these dual perspectives must also
be Fourier duals to one another. The simplest quantities that are assured to
work in general are complex numbers. However, there is a constraint that
regardless of the perspective chosen, we must make consistent inferences.
That is, the probabilities computed using complex numbers describing in-
fluence sequence transitions must be equal to the probabilities computed
from the Fourier transform of those complex numbers, which describe the
influence sequence rates. Parseval’s theorem [1] states that the only scalar
derived from complex numbers that is invariant under the Fourier transform
is the squared magnitude. This is the Born Rule, simply conceived, as a
consistency requirement arising from the fact that we must make consistent
inferences when describing influence sequences in terms both of intervals
and rates.
The fact that we are quantifying transitions from one influence event to
another in a finite set of influence sequences implies that we must account
for the fact that we will not, in general, possess complete information about
any chosen ‘initial state’. For this reason, we need to consider both the pos-
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sibility that the particle has previously influenced P and the possibility that
it has previously influenced Q. These two situations, which are analogous
to arriving at the initial state from the left and right, respectively, are the two
helicity states. To quantify them, we require two complex numbers:
Φ =
(φP
φQ
)
. (47)
The complex numbers φP and φQ are the quantum amplitudes for the par-
ticle to influence P and Q, respectively. The probability that the particle
influences P is then given by
φ∗PφP ≡ Prob(R)
=
1+ 〈β 〉
2
=
E + p
2E
. (48)
Similarly, the probability that the particle influences Q is given by
φ∗QφQ =
E− p
2E
. (49)
This allows us to write these numbers in a more familiar form
φP =
√
E + p
2E
eiθP φQ =
√
E − p
2E
eiθQ (50)
where θP and θQ are phase angles.
The result is that to make inferences about the influence patterns of a free
particle, the observers must describe the particle with two complex numbers
that take the form of a Pauli spinor.12
In addition, it is important to note that since the state of a particle is
defined in terms of the way in which the particle influences the observers,
the fact that a particular space-time coordinate can be arrived at in only two
ways, by influencing P or by influencing Q, implies that at most two parti-
cles can occupy the same space-time coordinates and that these two particles
must have opposite helicity states. For example, consider the space-time po-
sition associated with the event pi3 in Figure 4 in both the QPP and PQP
12Our initial studies of influenced particles indicate that one needs four complex numbers and
that they appear to take the form of a Dirac spinor with the positive energy components represent-
ing the amplitudes for the particle to influence and the negative energy components representing
the amplitudes for the particle to be influenced.
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cases. In the QPP case, the particle arrives at the space-time position associ-
ated with pi3 by influencing P at the event p1. Whereas, in the PQP case, the
particle arrives at the same space-time position by influencing Q at the event
q1. Since that space-time position can only be reached by influencing p1 or
q1, and since each event on the observer chain is defined by the influence of
one and only one particle, this implies that no more than two particles can
arrive at the same space-time position and that they must arrive with differ-
ent helicity states. Thus this model results in a 1+1-dimensional version of
the Pauli Exclusion Principle.
5.3 The Feynman Checkerboard Model and the Dirac
Equation
In 1965, Feynman and Hibbs [15] introduced the discrete one-dimensional
checkerboard model of the electron where massive particles are conceived
of as moving at the speed of light, but zig-zagging back-and-forth resulting
in a subluminal average velocity. This is typically illustrated in the standard
space-time diagram as a path that zig-zags upwards along 45 degree angle
light cones.
In the checkerboard model, each path segment is assigned a quantum
amplitude so that the total amplitude of a given path (path amplitude) is
found by taking the product of the amplitudes assigned to each segment
comprising the path. The amplitude assigned to the transition from some
initial state at time ti and position xi to some final state at time t f and position
x f is found by the discrete path integral summing the path amplitudes over
all paths connecting (ti,xi) to (t f ,x f ). It is posed as Problem 2-6 in Feynman
and Hibbs [15, p.35] to derive the Dirac equation by assigning an amplitude
of iε to path reversals and an amplitude of ε to straightaways.
Given the way in which space-time coordinates are assigned to influ-
ence events in this current theory, one can see that this model is isomor-
phic to the Feynman checkerboard (see Figure 4 where the particle chain
is illustrated as following a space time path). Summing the amplitudes of
space-time paths is equivalent to summing the amplitudes for all possible
influence sequences. We have previously shown that the amplitude assign-
ments proposed by Feynman and Hibbs can be derived using symmetries
and consistency with probability theory [32] in terms of transition matrices,
or propagators, that evolve the spinor as the particle influences P or Q:
P =
1√
2
(
1 i
0 0
)
Q = 1√
2
(
0 0
i 1
)
, (51)
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so that
PΦ =
1√
2
(
1 i
0 0
)(φP
φQ
)
(52)
=
1√
2
(φP + iφQ
0
)
(53)
and
QΦ = 1√
2
(
0 0
i 1
)(φP
φQ
)
(54)
=
1√
2
(
0
iφP +φQ.
)
. (55)
One can then readily derive the Dirac equation for the free particle as
∂PφP = iφQ (56)
∂QφQ = iφP, (57)
which can be rewritten as
(∂t +∂x)φP = imφQ (58)
(∂t −∂x)φQ = imφP, (59)
where the mass m = 2 as was found earlier (27).
Observables can then be represented as matrix operators. For example,
the average velocity 〈β 〉 of a particle can be found by defining the operator
ˆβ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(60)
so that
〈β 〉= Φ† ˆβΦ
=
(φP∗ φQ∗)
(
1 0
0 −1
)(φP
φQ
)
=
(φP∗ φQ∗)
( φP
−φQ
)
= φ∗PφP−φ∗QφQ. (61)
This can also be written as Prob(R)−Prob(L) as derived in (38), or alterna-
tively, by using (48) and (49), this can be written as p/E .
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Here we see that the Feynman checkerboard model of the electron, which
has been a curiosity of sorts attracting attention now-and-again through-
out the years [18][42][28][30][16][41][38][13], is isomorphic to the simple
model of an elementary particle that influences others in a direct and discrete
fashion.
6 Discussion
The field of physics has been slowly constructed over the last four hundred
years by identifying principles and relevant variables that aid in the opti-
mal prediction of physical phenomena. Since the discovery of the electron,
physicists have struggled with the fact that several aspects of the mental
models we use to conceive of an electron appear to be logically inconsistent
despite the fact that the optimal predictive theory, known as quantum elec-
trodynamics (QED), employs accepted relevant variables along with adopted
principles to make the most accurate predictions of any physical theory in
history. As a result, many foundational theorists work to develop sets of log-
ically consistent principles by which quantum theory can be reconstructed.
While it is perhaps accepted that a successful theory will most likely need
to revise or discard one or more commonly held beliefs, many foundational
approaches attempt to retain as many familiar concepts and technical as-
sumptions as possible so as to ensure success. While this is a wise approach
in some respects, it is not assured that it will result in what one might hope
for in terms of a truly foundational theory. This is because by assuming the
relevance of a specific variable or adopting a specific principle or technical
description, one is prevented from learning more about them. For this rea-
son, we have adopted a different foundational approach: build physics from
the bottom up.
Rather than postulating laws and perceiving them as representing some
kind of underlying natural order, we instead postulate the nature of the un-
derlying order and derive the resulting laws. This is accomplished by con-
sidering physics to represent a framework by which observers consistently
quantify and make consistent optimal inferences about natural phenomena.
To do this successfully, it is important to look for clues. From our pre-
vious efforts [31][35][37][21][20][36][32][34][33][53], and those of others
[11][29][43][9], we have learned that symmetries inherent to a system con-
strain any attempt to consistently quantify that system. That is, it is possible
to begin with an underlying order and derive laws that are consistent with
that order via the process of consistent quantification. This is the reason
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why mathematics is so successful at describing physics [35]. This is not idle
philosophy. We apply this critical observation to a simple model of an elec-
tron and use it to construct (reconstruct) a consistent physical theory from
the bottom up.
We observe that the majority of the variables relevant to an electron
which are often conceived of as representing properties of an electron, repre-
sent instead the relationship between the electron and an observer. Based on
this observation, we introduce the concept of influence as a simple means by
which the electron-observer relationship is mediated. It is postulated that an
elementary particle, such as an electron, can influence another particle in a
direct and discrete fashion. Each instance of influence enables one to define
two events, each associated with a different particle: the act of influencing
and the act of being influenced. Two additional postulates result in influence
events being considered as a partially ordered set. This allows us to describe
a given particle as a totally ordered chain of events.
Consistent quantification of intervals defined by pairs of influence events
results in the mathematics of space-time. This implies that space and time
need not be physical. Instead, space and time are the uniquely consistent
constructs by which one can describe events from the perspective of an em-
bedded observer. By considering events along a particle chain in terms of
rates, we recover the concepts of mass, energy, and momentum, and note that
these are necessarily Fourier duals of the invariant interval scalar, duration,
and directed distance (position). As a result the concept of complementarity
emerges—not as complementarity among properties of particles, but rather
as complementary descriptions of particles.
The fact that intervals and rates are Fourier duals suggests that the math-
ematical formalism of quantum mechanics might be derived by considering
probabilities to be computed from quantities describing influence sequences.
The fact that one’s inferences should be invariant with respect to one’s de-
scription of a system in terms of intervals or rates, suggests that such systems
should be quantified by complex numbers and that the Born Rule is simply
an example of Parseval’s theorem applied to influence sequences.
In addition to complementarity, several other concepts central to quan-
tum mechanics emerge naturally from the model: information isolation, the
Compton wavelength, and the Pauli exclusion principle. Optimal inferences
about the behavior of a free particle result in the Dirac equation with Pauli
spinors used to quantify the particle behavior in 1+1-dimensions. The pro-
posed model exhibits Zitterbewegung, which is a poorly understood rela-
tivistic quantum effect predicted by the Dirac equation and intimately re-
lated to mass, spin, and velocity. It is presently thought that the Higgs field
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gives rise to mass. However, this does not explain the intimate relationship
between mass and spin, which has been investigated by Hestenes and oth-
ers. From the perspective of the proposed theory, Zitterbewegung, mass, and
(at least) helicity (a 1+1-dimensional analog of spin) arise from the fact that
particles influence one another. This leads one to wonder if the Higgs field
simply represents this network of influence instances.
Despite the fact that a surprising amount of physics can be derived from
this simple model of one particle influencing another, it would be naive to
assume that the ideas presented here comprise anything resembling the final
word on the matter. It is hoped that this work has demonstrated that a simple
and understandable picture of particles, such as the electron, as well as a
broad and coherent foundational theory of physics are indeed feasible and
should be actively sought after.
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